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  Exclusive VIP Welcome Offer - up to 50% off.

Extra $$OFF for human and vegan fiber wigs.
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              Perfect for any hair texture - can be safely heat styled.
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              Spiral or looser curl shape, for 3A, 3C and 4A.
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              Take a 3-min quiz to get a personalized product recommendation.
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              Book a call with an Hair Extensions Expert (12PM - 2M EST / 4PM - 6PM Mon to Fri) ☎️😘
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          VIP Membership.

          	$39.90/month becomes fully refundable store credits. 
	Try it free & cancel anytime!
	50% OFF everything & Free Shipping.



After your first purchase, your card will be charged $39.90/month that becomes store credits. Store credits can be used to shop anytime and are refundable.
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                        	$39.90/month becomes fully refundable store credits. 
	Try it free & cancel anytime!
	50% OFF everything & Free Shipping.



After your first purchase, your card will be charged $39.90/month that becomes store credits. Store credits can be used to shop anytime and are refundable.
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